FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Yardarm and Blueforce Development, in Conjunction with the Microsoft
Connected Patrol Car, Introduce the Future of Policing at ICAP 2017
Philadelphia, PA, October 17, 2017 – Yardarm Technologies and Blueforce Development
announced today a jointly developed demonstration of Yardarm Gun Aware and Holster Aware
sensors delivering real-time situation awareness to the Blueforce Command Center. The
solution gives commanders a single view of the weapon status for all their officers, plus
awareness of the officers biotelemetry and other environmental sensors shown as part of the
Microsoft Connected Patrol Car at booth 2125 during the 2017 IACP Annual Conference and
Exposition.
The Yardarm Holster Aware and Gun Aware sensors, together with BlueforceTACTICAL,
provide location-based awareness of weapon status for all officers and instantly deliver real-time
alerts to each deployed endpoint when an officer unholsters or fires their weapon. This critical
information is delivered in a “single pane of glass view” through the Blueforce Command Center
inside the Microsoft Connected Patrol Car.
“Command decisions drive mission success or mission failure, where life and death is often a
function of actionable information getting to the right person at the right time.“ said Michael
Helfrich, chief executive officer of Blueforce. “What is going on at the operational level is of
paramount importance. Integrating Yardarm sensors into BlueforceCOMMAND gives
commanders the critical information they need to make decisions that saves lives and
guarantee the success of the mission.”
Yardarm Gun Aware and Holster Aware sensors are powerful communications devices that can
be integrated into any officer aware Internet of Things (IoT) platform. These sensors create a
realtime connection between an officer’s gun and holster with commanders. When a weapon is
drawn, fired, or separated from the officer an alert is instantly delivered to the command center,
enabling split second decisions that can greatly enhance the safety of officers in the field.
“Blueforce Development is a recognized global leader in public safety applications that bring
together people, sensors, and services into one view,” said Kirsten Kliphouse, chief executive
officer of Yardarm. “Yardarm is excited to partner with Blueforce in showcasing how IoT based
solutions are advancing the future of policing.”
Schedule a private demonstration by emailing iacp2017@yardarmtech.com, or see the
demonstration as part of the Microsoft Patrol Car at the Microsoft Booth #2125 at IACP 2017.
Key Links
Yardarm Technologies: http://www.yardarmtech.com
Blueforce Development: http:// http://www.blueforcedev.com/
2017 IACP Conference: http://www.theiacpconference.org/

Social Media Links
Twitter: @yardarmtech
Twitter: @blueforcedev
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/16161432
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/1932936
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/blueforcedev
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/blueforcedev
About Yardarm
A technology leader in public safety Internet-of-Things, Yardarm Technologies, Inc. is dedicated
to enhancing first responder safety, building community trust, and empowering departments to
make decisions that save lives. Yardarm patented Gun Aware™ and Holster Aware™
technology enables smart, wearable solutions that automatically activate body-worn cameras,
capture detailed forensic firearm data and communicate critical weapon events to dispatch,
even if the officer cannot. For more information, visit www.yardarmtech.com.
About Blueforce Development
Blueforce Development Corporation is focused on the development of software products that
facilitate the formation of arbitrary and spontaneous confederations of people, sensors, and
systems using handheld devices such as smartphones, tablets, and other mobile devices. Our
passion is in the delivery of network-centric computing for those requiring the highest degree of
security, mobility, and interoperability. Our focus and vision are pure and simple: Develop,
design, deliver, and deploy best-in‐class solutions optimized for network centric, last tactical
mile environments and asymmetric threats
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